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Cross-Country Trials
If there is overlap between all forms of trials covered in this
article, Cross-Country Trials is the most distinct. Vehicles
are almost exclusively all-wheel drive and typically Land
Rover-based – the brand from which the sport grew –
although competitor Adam Barker says Suzuki Jimnys and
a Fiat Panda 4x4 have also entered his local events. You do
not need to be an off-road expert to give it a go.
Entrants still have to pass through 12 gates and they
do climb hills, explains Adam, but some of the most
challenging topography can also be largely flat – an old
quarry site or woodland, for instance, with undulations,
mounds and muddy ground to navigate.
The main classes are split between Road-Tax Vehicles,
which can be driven to and from events, and Cross-Country
Vehicles, which are modified to tackle harder terrain and
are generally trailered. Within these classes are subdivisions based on vehicle length, engine and suspension.

A Tyro Trial is for beginners. Andrew Flanders is vice
chairman of the Association of Land Rover Clubs and
organises these grassroots events for those aged 13 and
over. Predominantly active with the Anglian club area,
Andrew can provide shared club vehicles for anyone
wanting to have a go.
“It’s a great way to try out an event before either using
your existing vehicle or buying one,” he comments. “We
usually use Land Rover Freelander 1s or second-generation
Range Rovers. They’re very standard and road-legal with an
MoT, if sometimes with all-terrain tyres.”
If the Cross-Country bug bites, a suitable Freelander
or Range Rover starts from £500 (although Andrew
recommends £1,500-£2,000), while club membership is
around £20 and the typical event entry fee of £25 is often
reduced for junior entrants.
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Conclusion
Trials might cover a surprisingly diverse number of off-road disciplines, but as we have seen, a common thread runs through
them all; affordable budgets, fun that keeps families coming back for generations, and a friendly community keen to
introduce newcomers to one of the most storied motorsport disciplines of all.
Whether you want to spectate, be a passenger or get behind the wheel, visit your local club’s website, drop them an email
or give them a call to find out how you can get involved.
Thanks to Nick Pollitt, Chairman of the Trials Committee for his help compiling this article
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